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The truth be told the white race is the weakest race that god created; time after time the white man has been to the point of his extinction; without the help of other races the white race would not be. Look at how the BLACK race has contributed to this world and the development of the white race, from numerous inventions to music & fashion. I rest in the knowledge that the day of you white funky dog smelling hair shedding FUCKERS time is ending soon, the purity of your blood is being diluted everyday and your stolen technology is quickly becoming old and outdated. It’s brings me GREAT JOY to know that many of your women would rather lay with another race or yet another of the same gender than with your male of said race. (sadly even your beloved Hitler was unworthy of victory in his championed causes.) what I would suggest is that you SMALL MINDED MOTHER FUCKERS man up and accept your fate. remember I’m not the only intelligent out spoken (and ready to catch ya ass slippin so i can push ya pasty skinned shit to the back ) SECOND AMENDMENT RIGHT practicing BLACK MAN that put on his pants every morning one leg at a time. YA HEARD
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